[Confusing clinical presentations and differential diagnosis of bipolar disorder].
An early recognition of bipolar disorders may have an important impact on the prognosis of this disorder according to different mechanisms. Bipolar disorder is nevertheless not easy to detect, the diagnosis being correctly proposed after, in average more than a couple of Years and three different doctors assessments. A short delay before introducing the relevant treatment should help avoiding inappropriate treatments (prescribing, for example, neuroleptics for long periods, antidepressive drugs each time depressive symptoms occurs, absence of treatment despite mood disorders), with their associated negative impact such as mood-switching, rapid cycling or presence of chronic side-effects stigmates. Furthermore, non-treated mood disorders in bipolar disorder are longer, more stigmatizing and may be associated with an increased risk of suicidal behaviour and mortality. Lastly, compliance, an important factor regarding the long term prognosis of bipolar disorder, should be improved when there is a short delay between correct diagnosis and treatment and onset of the disorder. We therefore propose to review the literature for the different pitfalls involved in the diagnosis of bipolar disorder. Non-bipolar mood-disorders are frequently quoted as one of the alternative diagnosis. Hyperthymic temperament, side-effects of prescribed treatments and organic comorbid disorders may be involved. Bipolar disorders have a sex-ratio closer to 1 (men are thus more frequently of the bipolar type in mood-disorders), with earlier age at onset, and more frequent family history of suicidal attempts and bipolar disorder. Schizo-affective disorders are also a major concern regarding the diagnosis of bipolar disorder. This is explained by flat affects sometimes close to anhedonia, presence of a schizoïd personality in bipolar disorder, persecutive hostility that can be considered to be related to irritability rather than a schizophrenic symptom. Rapid cycling, mixed episodes and short euthymia periods may also increase the risk to shift from bipolar to schizophrenia diagnosis. Schizophreniform disorder ("bouffée délirante" aiguë in France) is a frequent form of bipolar disorder onset when major dissociative features are not obvious. The borderline personality is also a problem for the diagnosis of bipolar disorder, some Authors proposing that bipolar disorder is a mood-related personality disorder, sometimes improved by mood-stabilizers. Phasic instead of reactional, weeks and not days-length, clearcut onset and recovery versus non-easy to delimit mood-episodes may help to adjust the diagnosis. Organic disorders may lead to diagnostic confusion, but it is generally proposed that bipolar disorder should be treated the same way, whether or not an organic condition is detected (with special focus on treatment tolerance). Addictive disorders are frequent comorbid conditions in bipolar disorders. Psychostimulants (such as amphetamins or cocaine) intoxications sometimes mimic manic episodes. As these drugs are preferentially chosen by subjects with bipolar disorder, the later diagnosis should be systematically assessed. Puerperal psychosis is a frequent type of onset in female bipolar disorder. The systematic prescription of mood-stabilizers for and after such episode, when mood elation is a major symptom, is generally proposed. Attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder also has unclear border with bipolar disorder, as a quarter of child hyperactivity may be latterly associated with bipolar disorder. The assessment of mood cycling and their follow-up in adulthood may thus be particularly important. Lastly, presence of some anxious disorders may delay the diagnosis of comorbid bipolar disorder.